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Abstract
Presented is a system that fuses monocular vision with

inertial rate sensor measurements to generate an estimate
of relative position between a moving observer and a sta-
tionary object. Although vision-only solutions are possi-
ble, fusing inertial rate sensors generates a sensing strat-
egy that is robust to vision drop-outs and is able to de-
termine relative position with minimal requirements on the
vision system. However, the combination of limited observ-
ability and significant nonlinearities, which are inherent to
this sensing strategy, creates an estimation problem which
cannot be solved with a standard Extended Kalman Fil-
ter (EKF). This paper describes an estimation algorithm
that is uniquely adapted to this sensor fusion problem and
presents results from laboratory experiments with a ma-
nipulator system. For these experiments, the estimator was
implemented as part of a closed-loop control system that
can perform an object pick-up task.

1 Introduction
Relative position sensing and control are core require-

ments for a wide range of autonomous, intervention-
capable robots in terrestrial, space and underwater environ-
ments. This paper focuses on a new relative position sens-
ing system that fuses bearing information from monocular
vision with inertial rate sensor measurements to estimate
relative position, velocity and orientation. The estimate is
computed in real time and is suitable for closed-loop con-
trol. A feature of this system is that it relies on very simple
vision requirements: tracking a single feature in a single
camera image. Real environments exacerbate the typical
challenges of identifying good visual features, establishing
feature correspondences and robust tracking. Reducing the
vision requirements by integrating inertial rate sensors has
the potential to produce a more robust sensing system than
typical vision-only techniques.

The sensing strategy takes advantage of the comple-
mentary nature of monocular vision measurements, iner-
tial rate sensor measurements, and observer1 motion. The
motion of the camera between successive images gener-
ates a baseline for range computations by triangulation.

1In this paper, observer refers to the moving sensor platform, and not
the estimation algorithm.

Inertial rate sensors, whose acceleration and angular rate
measurements can be integrated to obtain velocity, posi-
tion and orientation, can account for the 6-DOF motion of
the camera along this baseline. When these measurements
are fused, the relative position between the observer and
the object can be computed. A key benefit of this sys-
tem is that the inertial rate sensors continue to maintain
a useful estimate of relative position during vision drop-
outs (e.g., occlusions, detection errors, lack of correspon-
dence). Furthermore, both inertial rate sensors (for naviga-
tion) and monocular vision systems (for science purposes)
are already common sensors on many field robots.

However, inertial rate sensors suffer from bias and ran-
dom noise errors. These lead to unbounded drift during a
simple integration of the measurements to account for ob-
server motion. The fusion algorithm estimates these iner-
tial rate measurement errors. This is especially important
for low-cost inertial rate sensors, which are subject to sig-
nificant drift errors.

Inherent to this sensing strategy based on a single bear-
ing measurement is a combination of limited observability
and significant nonlinearities. The Extended Kalman Fil-
ter (EKF), a standard nonlinear estimation technique, per-
forms poorly in this context, because it relies on lineariza-
tions of the nonlinear sensor and process models in order
to apply the Kalman Filter equations. The EKF is unable
to account for the uncertainty that results from these lin-
earizations when the states about which the models are
linearized are uncertain. This is a critical issue for this
estimation problem. Consequently, the EKF underpredicts
the estimate uncertainty and generates estimates with sig-
nificant biases.

A new estimator design, which handles nonlinearities
without linearizing them, has been created to solve this
problem. However, the ability of this estimator to con-
verge depends on the trajectory of the observer. For exam-
ple, during camera motion directly toward the feature, the
estimator has no new information with which to improve
its range estimate. Only camera motions transverse to the
feature direction provide observability for the range esti-
mate. However, motion directly toward the object is typ-
ically required to complete a manipulation task. Further-
more, moving toward the object improves the effectiveness
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Figure 1: OTTER: a Small Underwater Vehicle Operated
in MBARI’s Test Tank

of future transverse motion.
In previous work, we addressed and demonstrated tech-

niques to develop estimators that will be effective for these
applications. In [1], we demonstrated that the EKF fails
to provide adequate solutions for this sensor fusion prob-
lem and explored an alternative approach for a simplified
(2D) problem. In [2], we presented a laboratory testbed
and demonstration task to evaluate the new sensing system.
In [3], we outlined an algorithm to solve the complete es-
timation problem and described the first application of this
sensing strategy to perform a useful manipulation task.

In this paper, we extend these results and explore the
performance of the algorithm in the presence of significant
process noise. In particular, our goal is to predict the ex-
pected accuracy of the estimator when it is applied to an
AUV (our target AUV is the OTTER vehicle shown in Fig-
ure 1 and described in [4]). Our approach is to use a lab-
oratory test bed manipulator configured to obey equations
of motion characteristic of an AUV operating in an ocean
environment.

Section 2 defines the sensor fusion problem and pres-
ents models for the vision and inertial rate sensor mea-
surements, the dynamics, and disturbances. Section 3
describes the estimator design. Initial experiments, con-
ducted in the laboratory with a fixed-base 7-DOF manipula-
tor arm, are described in Section 4. This platform provides
a truth measurement and can be used to investigate com-
peting approaches, to simulate different disturbance envi-
ronments, and to quantify performance. Section 5 demon-
strates the effectiveness of the estimator design by com-
bining the estimator with a trajectory and a controller to
perform a simple manipulation task.

1.1 Related Work

Other relative position sensing systems that fuse mea-
surements from a bearing sensor and inertial rate sensors
have been discussed in Kaminer et. al. [5] (airplane track-
ing a ship) and Gurfil and Kasdin [6] (missile intercept-
ing a target). These authors are also concerned with find-
ing alternatives to the EKF. Both papers present simula-
tions of systems with known inertial rate sensor biases,
known observer orientation, and perfect gravity compen-
sation. These assumptions do not hold for our work with
low-cost inertial rate sensors.
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Figure 2: Geometry of the Estimation Problem

2 Sensor Fusion Problem

2.1 Estimation Scenario
Figure 2 shows a stationary object and a moving ob-

server, composed of a camera and inertial rate sensors. The
camera is tracking the object and the inertial rate sensors
are reporting the observer’s acceleration and angular ve-
locity. The purpose of the estimator is to determine the
relative position and velocity between the object and the
observer.

Frame N is the inertial frame and p indicates the po-
sition of a feature on the stationary object tracked by the
camera. q is the position of the observer body frame B. To
simplify the discussion, we assume that the camera and the
inertial rate sensors are all co-located at q. In practice, any
known position offset between the sensors and the origin
of frame B can be incorporated into the algorithm. The
z-axis of the body frame is aligned with the optical axis
of the camera. R is the rotation matrix that transforms a
vector resolved in inertial coordinates to the body frame.
ω is the associated rotational velocity resolved in the body
frame. A leading superscript (e.g., Bx) indicates that the
vector is resolved in a specific frame.

The position of the feature as seen by the observer is
r = p − q. We assume that the feature is stationary in
the inertial frame, so ṗ = p̈ = 0. Therefore, ṙ = −q̇

and r̈ = −q̈. Because of this assumption, a measurement
of the observer acceleration q̈ is useful for estimating the
relative feature position r.

2.2 System Block Diagram
The block diagram in Figure 3 shows a system that uses

the sensing strategy to perform a control task. The dashed
box represents the environment and includes the moving
observer, the stationary object, the camera, the inertial rate
sensors and disturbance forces. This environment can be
described by the state vector x. The sensor measurements
z together with the observer command u are inputs to the
estimator, which computes an estimate x̂ of the state. The
difference between this estimate and the desired state xdes,
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Figure 3: Block Diagram of a System Based on the Sens-
ing Strategy

specified by the trajectory, is used in the controller to com-
pute the observer commands.

2.3 Sensor Models

The vision measurement zs is the projection of r onto
the image plane, and is modeled as follows:

S =





Sx

Sy

Sz



 = R Nr = R (p − q) (1)

zs =

[

sx

sy

]

+ ns =
1

Sz

[

Sx

Sy

]

+ ns (2)

ns is zero-mean white Gaussian measurement noise. The
camera measurements are normalized so the effective focal
length is 1.

The accelerometer measures specific force, which in-
cludes the acceleration q̈ of the observer and a component
due to gravity. The measurement za also includes sensor
biases ba and zero-mean white Gaussian sensor noise na.

za = αR (−q̈ + g) + ba + na (3)

g =
[

0 0 −g
]T

is the acceleration due to gravity in
inertial coordinates. α ≈ I3×3 are scale factors induced
by the sensor.

The rate gyro measurement includes the rotational ve-
locity ω of the observer, sensor biases bω, and zero-mean
white Gaussian sensor noise nω.

zω = ω + bω + nω (4)

Random walk models are used to capture the dynamics
of the inertial rate sensor parameters. nba, nbω and nα are
zero-mean white Gaussian driving terms.

d

dt
ba = nba (5)

d

dt
bω = nbω (6)

d

dt
α = nα (7)

2.4 Process Model
A linear drag model relates the control input u to ob-

server velocity.

d

dt
q̇ = q̈ = RT u + γ (w − q̇) (8)

u is known and represents the actuator commands in ob-
server body coordinates. w represents the water veloc-
ity and can be interpreted as the source for a disturbance
d = γw. d represents unknown external forces on the ob-
server as well as errors in the actuator model. It is modeled
by a first-order Gauss-Markov process.

d

dt
d = −

1

τ
d + nd (9)

where nd is zero-mean white Gaussian noise.

3 Estimator Design

The sensor fusion algorithm requires a nonlinear esti-
mator, like the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). However,
while the EKF is a useful solution for many nonlinear es-
timation problems, we have shown in [1] that the direct
application of the EKF to this problem fails to generate an
adequate solution.

The EKF fails because it relies on linearizations of the
sensor and process models in order to apply the Kalman
Filter equations. When the states about which these mod-
els are linearized are uncertain, the linearization can repre-
sent significant uncertainty, which is not accounted for in
the EKF. In this problem, the object range is a state that can
be very uncertain and also one that is involved in the lin-
earizations. As a result, the EKF underpredicts the estimate
uncertainty, which leads to biased estimates.

The estimator design is based on the Kalman Filter
framework, but it uses a specific state representation, x,
that leads to a linear sensor model. Insisting on a lin-
ear sensor model transfers all of the nonlinearities into the
state dynamics and avoids linearizations in the measure-
ment update. The time update, which captures these dy-
namics, is implemented with the unscented transform [7,
8], which does not require linearization. The motivation
for this design and additional detail are presented in [3, 9].

Implementing a measurement update without lineariza-
tion requires a state representation that leads to a linear
sensor model z = Hx, where H is constant. Therefore,
terms that appear in the measurement models, such as sx,
sy, Rd, Rq̇, and ba, have to appear explicitly in the state
vector.

The representation of feature range Sz presents an ad-
ditional design choice. Because it does not appear in the
sensor model, it is not constrained by the requirement of
a linear measurement update and we are free to choose a
convenient representation. We represent feature range with
ζ = 1/Sz, which leads to low-order polynomials as the
dominant nonlinearities in the state dynamics. Polynomi-
als tend to result in more accurate estimator time-updates
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than, for example, ratios, which are induced by represent-
ing range with Sz.

The design includes a simplifying assumption on the
accelerometer model. We assume that α = αI3×3 and
that the scale factor variation can be ignored for the con-
tribution due to real accelerations, which is much smaller
than the contribution from gravity. This assumption has a
small impact on overall accuracy and greatly simplifies the
estimator design. The modified accelerometer model is

za = R (−q̈ + αg) + ba + na. (10)

One important remaining source of estimate error that is
not handled by this design is the assumption that the states
can be modeled as Gaussian random variables, which is
not necessarily true for nonlinear problems. If the estimate
uncertainties are very large, this assumption can cause
problems. In that case, a more elaborate solution, like a
Particle Filter design [10], might be necessary. However,
for moderate uncertainties encountered by this application,
this design has produced good results.

The estimator state vector is given by:

x =





























sx

sy

ζ
v

a

ba

Z

ψ
bω





























v =





vx

vy

vz



 = Rq̇

a = Rd

Z =





Zx

Zy

Zz



 = R





0
0
α





(11)

Z represents the direction of gravity in the body frame
modified by the accelerometer scale factor α. ψ is the
heading, or rotation about Z. Together, Z and ψ define the
observer orientation. A similar representation for attitude
is described in [11].

The corresponding state dynamics are given by (5), (6),
and

d

dt
sx = −vxζ + sxvzζ

+ sxsyω̄x − (1 + s2x)ω̄y + syω̄z (12)
d

dt
sy = −vyζ + syvzζ

+ (1 + s2y)ω̄x − sxsyω̄y − sxω̄z (13)

d

dt
ζ = vzζ

2 + ζsyω̄x − ζsxω̄y (14)

d

dt
v = u + a − γv − ω̄ × v (15)

d

dt
a = −

1

τ
a − ω̄ × a + nd (16)

d

dt
Z = −ω̄ × Z +

1

α
Znα (17)

d

dt
ψ =

1

α
(

Z2
y + Z2

z

)

[

0 Zy Zz

]

ω̄ (18)

Figure 4: RRC K-1607 7-DOF Manipulator

ω̄ =





ω̄x

ω̄y

ω̄z



 = zω − bω − nω (19)

Note that the rate gyro measurement zω is used directly in
the dynamics. The noise sources nω, nd, na, nω and nα

represent process noise. In practice, ψ is updated with a
difference equation that avoids the singularity when Zy =
Zz = 0.

We use the square-root version of the unscented trans-
form [12] to propagate the estimate and covariance for-
ward in time. We chose this algorithm based on accuracy,
ease of implementation, and computational efficiency.

The camera measurements zs and the accelerometer
measurements za are incorporated with a linear measure-
ment update, which is implemented with an array algo-
rithm [13]. The combination of an array algorithm for
the measurement update and the square-root version of the
unscented transform for the time-update leads to an algo-
rithm that operates on and stores only the square-root of
the covariance, and not the actual covariance, which results
in better numerical properties and reduced computational
cost.

4 Laboratory Testbed

Figure 4 shows the experimental hardware used in this
research. It is a K-1607 manipulator built by Robotics Re-
search Corporation2. It is a 7-DOF, kinematically redun-
dant manipulator whose endpoint can be moved to any
position and orientation in its workspace. We have at-

2http://www.robotics-research.com
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Figure 5: Manipulator Endpoint with the Camera, Inertial
Rate Sensors, and Gripper; and the Cup with Infrared LED

tached a camera and inertial rate sensors (DMU-6X Iner-
tial Measurement Unit by Crossbow3) on the endpoint of
the manipulator in order to demonstrate the estimator per-
formance in the context of real sensor measurements. All
of the manipulator joints are instrumented with encoders,
so that the exact position of the endpoint can also be com-
puted.

We have developed a simple robotic task—picking up
an object—to demonstrate the relative position estimator.
The object is a large plastic cup which the robot can pick
up using a pneumatic gripper. The manipulator endpoint,
with the gripper, camera, and inertial rate sensors, as well
as the cup are shown in Figure 5. An LED on the handle
of the cup is the only feature that the camera can see. The
relative position estimate obtained by fusing the bearing to
this LED with inertial rate sensor measurements is used to
control the motion of the robot.

This experiment is based on the system in Figure 3. A
more detailed description of this experiment as well as a
discussion on trajectories for this task appears in [3].

5 Results

This section presents the performance of the estimator
in the presence of disturbances scaled to be typical of un-
derwater environments. Specifically, the time constant was
estimated to be τ = 60 s and the standard deviation of d

was estimated to be σ(d) = 0.012m/s2. This leads to
σ(nd) = 0.0022. Note that the manipulator has been pro-
grammed to emulate the motion of an underwater vehicle
subject to disturbances.

Before each run of the experiment, the observer (manip-
ulator endpoint) was moved to a random initial position q0

and the estimator was reset to the initial estimate x̂0, which
assumes that the initial target range is 0.65m and that all
other states, including inertial rate sensor biases, are un-
known. The system uses the current state estimate to con-
trol the observer along a precomputed trajectory, which de-

3http://www.xbow.com
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Figure 6: Observer Position for Twenty Runs with Differ-
ent Initial Conditions

Table 1: Mean and Standard Deviation of Final Observer
Position With Artificial Disturbance

standard
mean (m) deviation (m)

qx 0.230 0.032
qy 0.343 0.011
qz 0.715 0.009

fines the desired relative position and observer orientation.
Throughout the experiment, the actual feature position p

remains constant.
Figure 6 overlays the observer position q (a truth value

computed from the manipulator joint encoders) for twenty
runs, each with different initial observer positions q0.
These range from −0.50 to −0.02m in x, 0.11 to 0.45m
in y, and 0.51 to 0.89m in z. This plot shows that the
controller, which has access only to the relative position
estimate and not the truth measurement q, is successful
in moving the observer from various initial positions to-
ward a desired position near the object. Table 1 shows the
mean and standard deviation of the final observer position
for these runs. Both the plot and the table show that the
x-coordinate of position, which corresponds to the optical
axis of the camera, is the most difficult to estimate.

This experiment shows that the estimator, implemented
as part of a real-time control system, can determine rel-
ative position by fusing monocular vision measurements
of a single feature and inertial rate sensor measurements.

Table 2: Standard Deviation of Final Observer Position
Without Artificial Disturbance (previously reported in [3])

standard
deviation (m)

qx 0.006
qy 0.003
qz 0.002
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Further, the estimator performs well in the context of real
sensors and realistic disturbance environments. In partic-
ular, these results predict an accuracy of 3.2 cm when the
estimator is applied to the OTTER AUV experiments.

For comparison, Table 2 reproduces the standard devia-
tions of the final observer position that were reported in [3]
for the case when no artificial disturbances were used.

6 Conclusions

This paper discusses a sensing strategy that fuses mon-
ocular vision measurements of a stationary object with in-
ertial rate sensor measurements to estimate relative posi-
tion. This capability satisfies a core requirement for many
autonomous, intervention-capable robots: a robust, real-
time estimate of the relative position between a moving ob-
server and a stationary object. The sensing strategy inher-
its the advantages of vision in unstructured environments,
but provides greater robustness than vision-only solutions
and can operate with only a single trackable feature.

We have defined this sensor strategy, outlined an es-
timation algorithm to solve the sensor fusion problem,
and performed laboratory experiments to evaluate the ap-
proach. The experimental results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of this sensing strategy in the context of real sen-
sors and typical disturbances. We have shown that the es-
timator can be used as part of a closed-loop control system
for a manipulator arm performing an object pick-up task.
Our future work will focus on demonstrating this sensor
strategy on underwater vehicles.
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